Potential Antidepressant Overtreatment Associated with Office Use of Brief Depression Symptom Measures
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Background: Use of brief depression symptom measures for identifying or screening cases may help to address depression undertreatment, but whether it also leads to diagnosis and treatment of patients with few or no symptoms—a group unlikely to have major depression or benefit from antidepressants—is unknown. We examined the associations of use of a brief depression symptom measure with depression diagnosis and antidepressant recommendation and prescription among patients with few or no depression symptoms.

Methods: We conducted exploratory observational analyses of data from a randomized trial of depression engagement interventions conducted in primary care offices in California. Analyses focused on participants scoring < 10 on a study-administered 9-item Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-9) (completed immediately before an office visit and not disclosed to the provider) with complete chart review data (n = 595). We reviewed visit notes for evidence of practice administration of a brief symptom measure (independent of the trial) and whether the provider (1) diagnosed depression or (2) recommended and/or prescribed an antidepressant.

Results: Among the 545 patients without a practice-administered measure, 57 (10.5%) had a visit diagnosis of depression; 9 (1.6%) were recommended and another 21 (3.8%) prescribed an antidepressant. Among the 50 patients (8.4% of total sample) with a practice-administered measure, 10 (20%) had a visit diagnosis of depression; 6 (12%) were recommended and another 6 (12%) prescribed an antidepressant. Adjusting for nesting within providers, trial intervention, stratification variables, and sample weighting, use of a brief symptom measure was associated with depression diagnosis (adjusted odds ratio, 3.2; 95% confidence interval, 1.1–9.2) and antidepressant recommendation and/or prescription (adjusted odds ratio, 3.80; 95% confidence interval, 1.0–13.9). Analyses using progressively lower PHQ-9 thresholds (< 9 to < 5) and examining antidepressant prescription alone yielded consistent findings. Analyses by practice-administered measure (PHQ-9 vs PHQ-2) indicated the study findings were largely associated with PHQ-9 use.

Conclusions: These exploratory findings suggest administration of brief depression symptom measures, particularly the PHQ-9, may be associated with depression diagnosis and antidepressant recommendation and prescription among patients unlikely to have major depression. If these findings are confirmed, researchers should investigate the balance of benefits and risks (eg, overdiagnosis of depression and overtreatment with antidepressants) associated with use of a brief symptom measure.
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ventive Services Task Force (USPSTF) and others have endorsed the use of these measures in practices with appropriate diagnostic, treatment, and follow-up systems.\(^7\)\(^\text{-}^{10}\)

However, no studies have examined whether practice administration of a brief depression symptom measures also leads to antidepressant prescribing among people with few or no depression symptoms. Both the USPSTF and the Canadian Task Force on Preventive Health Care (CTFPHC) emphasize the need to examine this question.\(^7\)\(^\text{-}^{11}\) The issue is important to address, given that brief symptom measure validation studies using expert structured diagnostic interviews as the reference indicate that individuals with few or no depression symptoms are unlikely to benefit from antidepressants.\(^4\)\(^\text{-}^{6}\) In PHQ-9 validation studies, those with scores <10 largely comprised nondepressed people and those with minor depression.\(^4\)\(^\text{-}^{6}\) Such individuals may benefit from behavioral therapies,\(^12\) but evidence from randomized controlled trials (RCTs) indicates most do not benefit from antidepressants.\(^13\)\(^\text{-}^{15}\) In other words, antidepressant treatment in such patients suggests potential overtreatment.

Despite trial evidence of little benefit, antidepressants are frequently prescribed to patients with few or no depression symptoms,\(^16\)\(^\text{-}^{17}\) resulting in unnecessary costs and potential detrimental effects (eg, labeling, medication toxicity).\(^18\) Discussions about antidepressants with such patients may also burden office visits,\(^19\) distracting from more salient issues.\(^20\)\(^\text{-}^{21}\) In contrast with the USPSTF, the CTFPHC recommended against using brief symptom measures, in part because of concerns about antidepressant overtreatment, but it noted a lack of RCTs examining how brief measures contribute both to appropriate depression treatment and overtreatment.\(^11\)

We examined these issues in exploratory observational analyses of data from an RCT.\(^22\) We focused on the subgroup of participants with few or no depression symptoms, defined by a score of <10 on a study-administered PHQ-9.\(^4\)\(^\text{-}^{6}\) We examined whether a practice-administered brief depression symptom measure was associated with (1) increased diagnosis of depression and (2) increased recommendation and/or prescription of antidepressants. Providers were not informed about the study-administered PHQ-9 or the results. Depression diagnosis and antidepressant recommendation and/or prescription were considered in tandem to help gauge whether antidepressants were intended to address depression or other conditions (eg, insomnia, chronic pain). We examined the composite outcome of antidepressant recommendation and/or prescription because both components reflect clinicians’ assessments of treatment need; prescriptions also reflect patient preferences.\(^23\)\(^\text{-}^{25}\) We ascertained use of brief symptom measures, diagnosis of depression, recommendation and prescription of antidepressants from visit medical records.

Given evidence that case finding and screening to identify other conditions lead to overdiagnosis and overtreatment,\(^26\)\(^\text{-}^{27}\) we hypothesized that use of a brief depression symptom measure would be associated with both increased depression diagnosis and increased antidepressant recommendation and prescription. While a PHQ-9 score <10 helps identify patients unlikely to have major depression, any cut point results in misclassification; lower cut points have increasing specificity in ruling out major depression.\(^4\)\(^\text{-}^{6}\) Thus, we also examined depression diagnosis and antidepressant recommendation and/or prescription associated with use of a brief symptom measure at progressively lower study-administered PHQ-9 thresholds (<9, <8, <7, <6, <5). Finally, we examined how the associations of use of a brief symptom measure with the study outcomes varied by the specific measure used.

**Methods**

We used data from an RCT examining the effects of 2 different in-office, previsit patient engagement and activation interventions on depression care and outcomes. The RCT procedures, interventions, and outcomes have been reported elsewhere and included patients across the spectrum of PHQ-9 scores.\(^22\)\(^\text{-}^{28}\) In previous PHQ-9 validation work, among individuals with a score of <10, only 5 (1.0%) had major depression based on expert diagnostic interview.\(^4\)\(^\text{-}^{6}\) Thus, the sample for these anal-
yses included only RCT participants with a PHQ-9 score <10 and complete visit record review data.

Sample Recruitment and Enrollment
We recruited providers from primary care offices affiliated with the University of California, San Francisco; the San Francisco Veterans Affairs Medical Center; the University of California, Davis, Ambulatory Care Center; the University of California, Davis, Primary Care Network; the Northern California (Sacramento) Veterans Affairs Health System; Kaiser Permanente, Sacramento; and Sutter Medical Group, Sacramento. We obtained ethics approval from the institutional review boards at all performance sites. Clinicians were told the study was an RCT of interventions designed to improve communication about common physical and mental health symptoms. Although not blinded to their patients’ participation, clinicians were not alerted to patients’ group assignments.

Study eligibility criteria were age 25 to 70 years, able to read and understand English and use a touchscreen notebook computer, and not currently taking antidepressants (except low-dose tricyclic agents reported for pain or sleep). At all but one study office, eligibility screening was conducted by telephoning patients already scheduled (at their own initiative, not because of trial participation) to make a primary care visit in the next 1 to 2 weeks. Patients were told that the study was aimed at improving care for people with common symptoms including sleep problems, depression, and chronic pain. Patients with scores of ≥5 on the PHQ-8 (used in lieu of the PHQ-9 for initial telephone eligibility screening) were oversampled. A study research assistant met with eligible patients, who provided preliminary verbal phone consent 1 hour before their scheduled provider visit. At a single University of California, San Francisco, office, research assistants approached patients in waiting rooms without prior phone screening. In-office written informed consent was obtained from all participants.

Following informed consent, patients completed a preintervention computerized questionnaire containing the study measures. Next, a software program randomly assigned them to receive one of the study interventions. After receiving their intervention assignment from the computer, patients attended their scheduled visit. We provided patients $20 to $35 for completing the in-office study procedures.

Measures
Depression symptoms were measured for all trial participants in the preintervention computerized questionnaire using the PHQ-9, administered within 20 minutes before the provider visit. PHQ-9 items assess how often respondents have experienced various symptoms (eg, feeling down, sleep problems, thoughts of harming oneself) in the preceding 2 weeks (sum of 9 items, each scored from 0 [not at all] to 3 [nearly every day]; scores can range from 0 to 27). Study providers and office staff were not notified that participants completed a PHQ-9 as part of the trial, nor were they given the results. In the previsit questionnaire, patients also self-reported their age in years, sex, race (white, black/African American, Asian, Native Hawaiian/other, Pacific Islander, or American Indian/Alaska native), and ethnicity (Hispanic vs not). They also completed the Medical Outcomes Study 12-item Short Form health status measure, which yields scores for both a Physical Component Summary and Mental Component Summary (range, 0–100; higher scores equate to better health).

Trained abstractors subsequently reviewed medical records for evidence (yes vs no) of whether the provider listed depression in the study visit note (ie, not the “master” problem list). The abstractors also reviewed visit notes for evidence (yes vs no) of practice (eg, provider or office staff) administration of a brief depression symptom measure (ie, not the study-administered PHQ-9, which was undisclosed to study providers). If relevant, abstractors documented which specific measure was administered. Record abstractors also ascertained evidence of provider recommendation and/or prescription of an antidepressant during the study visit. Coding options were antidepressant recommended (but not prescribed), antidepressant prescribed, or neither.

Analyses
Stata version 13.0 (Stata Corp., College Station, TX) was used. The primary analyses used logistic regression, which was implemented via generalized estimating equations to account for nesting of patients within clinicians, to model the associations of use of a brief depression symptom measure by the practice (yes/no; the key independent variable) with the following dependent variables in the entire
study sample: (1) depression diagnosis during the study visit (yes/no); and (2) recommendation and/or prescription of an antidepressant during the visit (yes/no). Additional analyses examined these associations in patient subsamples defined by lower cut points on the study-administered PHQ-9: ≤9, ≤8, ≤7, ≤6, and ≤5. These analyses were conducted because specificity in ruling out major depression increases at lower cut points. In a final analysis, use of a brief symptom measure was categorized as either PHQ-2, PHQ-9 (the 2 measures used by study practices; see Results), or none to examine their adjusted relationships with the study outcomes. All analyses were adjusted for trial intervention group and stratification variables: practice setting (academic vs nonacademic) and patient sex and race/ethnicity (non-Hispanic white or other). Regressions were weighted to adjust for the oversampling in the RCT of people with more depression symptoms, yielding estimates applicable to unsampled primary care samples.

Results
Figure 1 shows the flow of participants through the parent RCT and the derivation of the current analytic sample comprising participants with a PHQ-9 score ≤10 and complete visit record review data (n = 595). In the current sample, the mean number of patients enrolled per provider was 4.8 (range, 1–11). Table 1 shows the characteristics of the analytic sample by practice use of a brief depression symptom measure (used vs not) and overall. Medical records revealed practice administration of a brief depression symptom measure (ie, not the study-administered PHQ-9) for 50 patients (8%). Men (P < .001) and patients in Veterans Administration and health maintenance organization...
tion settings ($P < .001$) were overrepresented in the group with practice-administered measures. There was evidence of practice administration of a brief symptom measure to at least one study patient for 33 of the 135 study providers (24.4%; median 30%; interquartile range, 20% to 41.7%).

Table 2 shows the proportion of study patients overall and the proportion of patients with a practice-administered depression symptom measure and who had evidence in the medical record of an antidepressant recommendation and/or prescription at various cut points of the study-administered PHQ-9. Across the PHQ-9 score categories, an antidepressant was recommended and/or prescribed in 4% to 7% of visits overall versus in 22% to 30% of visits with a practice-administered brief depression symptom measure (Table 2). Among the 545 patients (91.6% of the total sample) without record evidence of a practice-administered symptom measure, 57 (10.5%) had a visit diagnosis of depression; 9 (1.6%) were recommended and another 21 (3.8%) prescribed an antidepressant. Among the 50 patients (8.4% of the total sample) with evidence of a practice-administered measure, 10 (20%) had a visit diagnosis of depression; 6 (12%) were recommended and another 6 (12%)
prescribed an antidepressant. Accounting for nesting of patients within providers and trial sample weighting, practice administration of a brief symptom measure was associated with increased odds of antidepressant recommendation and/or prescription (adjusted odds ratio [AOR] 4.4; 95% confidence interval [CI], 2.3–8.6) and with increased odds of antidepressant prescription alone (AOR, 3.8; 95% CI, 1.6–9.1).

In multivariable analyses, the odds of depression diagnosis, antidepressant recommendation and/or prescription, and antidepressant prescription alone were higher among those with versus without a practice-administered brief depression symptom measure (Table 3). For all outcomes, analyses at progressively lower PHQ-9 score thresholds (<9 to <5) yielded similar findings (Table 3).

Among the 50 participants completing a practice-administered brief measure, 26 completed the PHQ-2 and 23 completed the PHQ-9 (1 had missing data). Among those completing the PHQ-9, 2 had scores >10 (10 in one, 11 in the other). In a logistic regression analysis excluding these 2 participants and the participant with missing data for the specific brief measure, the likelihood of antidepressant recommendation and/or prescription was increased for practice administration of the PHQ-9 (AOR, 10.0; 95% CI, 1.8–55.4) but not the PHQ-2 (AOR, 1.1; 95% CI,

---

**Table 2. Number and Percentage of Study Visits with Depression Diagnosis and with Antidepressant Recommendation and/or Prescription at Various Study 9-Item Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-9) Score Thresholds**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PHQ-9 Score</th>
<th>All Visits</th>
<th>Visits with Practice or Provider Use of a Brief Depression Symptom Measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Visits (n)</td>
<td>Visits (n)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;10</td>
<td>595</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;9</td>
<td>538</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;8</td>
<td>486</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;7</td>
<td>421</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;6</td>
<td>369</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;5</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data are n (%) unless otherwise indicated. The PHQ-9 was administered to all participants in the prestudy visit questionnaire (but was not disclosed to study providers).

*Based on a review of the study visit note in the medical record.

---

**Table 3. Adjusted Odds of Depression Diagnosis, Antidepressant Recommendation, and/or Prescription and Antidepressant Prescription Alone Associated with Use of Brief Depression Symptom Measure**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PHQ-9 Score</th>
<th>Depression Diagnosis*</th>
<th>Antidepressant Recommendation and/or Prescription*</th>
<th>Antidepressant Prescription Alone*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AOR (95% CI)</td>
<td>AOR (95% CI)</td>
<td>AOR (95% CI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;10</td>
<td>3.2 (1.1–9.2)</td>
<td>3.8 (1.0–13.9)</td>
<td>4.1 (1.1–16.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;9</td>
<td>4.4 (1.4–13.1)</td>
<td>4.8 (1.1–20.2)</td>
<td>6.0 (1.2–30.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;8</td>
<td>4.7 (1.5–15.1)</td>
<td>4.4 (1.0–19.7)</td>
<td>6.3 (1.2–33.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;7</td>
<td>6.1 (1.6–22.7)</td>
<td>7.6 (1.8–32.2)</td>
<td>7.0 (1.3–37.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;6</td>
<td>5.5 (1.4–22.3)</td>
<td>6.9 (1.4–35.1)</td>
<td>7.1 (1.3–38.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;5</td>
<td>11.1 (2.6–47.6)</td>
<td>155.2 (0.7–32,540.6)</td>
<td>1.7 (0.1–24.8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The PHQ-9 was administered to all participants in the prestudy visit questionnaire (but was not disclosed to study providers).

*Based on a review of the study visit note in the medical record.

Values are adjusted for nesting of patients within providers; trial intervention group; trial stratification variables (practice setting [academic versus nonacademic], patient sex, and patient race/ethnicity category [non-Hispanic white or all others]); and trial sample weighting (ie, oversampling of people with higher levels of depressive symptoms [PHQ-9 score >5]).

AOR, adjusted odds ratio; CI, confidence interval; PHQ-9, 9-item patient health questionnaire.
0.3–4.0). The adjusted marginal probability of antidepressant recommendation and/or prescription was 0.03 for patients with no practice-administered measure, 0.04 for those completing a PHQ-2, and 0.23 for those completing a PHQ-9. Similarly, the likelihood of a depression diagnosis was increased for practice administration of the PHQ-9 (AOR, 5.3; 95% CI, 1.4–20.6) but not the PHQ-2 (AOR, 1.7; 95% CI, 0.4–8.1). The adjusted marginal probability of a depression diagnosis was 0.08 for patients with no practice-administered measure, 0.13 for those completing a PHQ-2, and 0.31 for those completing a PHQ-9.

**Discussion**

In exploratory analyses of data from an RCT focused on participants with relatively few or no depression symptoms (defined by a PHQ-9 score <10), practice administration of a brief depression symptom measure during office visits was associated with hypothesized increases in depression diagnosis and antidepressant recommendation and/or prescription. Additional analyses suggested these findings were associated primarily with the PHQ-9 (not the PHQ-2).

Caution is required when interpreting our findings, given their preliminary nature and the limitations of the study design. The parent RCT did not include an expert diagnostic interview for depression. It is possible that some patients had clinical depression. However, PHQ-9 validation studies using an expert diagnostic interview reference standard indicate only about 1% of people scoring <10 have major depression,4,6 the only form of depression consistently shown in RCTs to benefit from antidepressants.13–15 Also, we lacked information regarding the indication(s) for antidepressant recommendation and prescription. Thus we examined whether practice use of a brief measure was associated with the diagnosis of depression in the visit note to help gauge the likelihood that antidepressants were recommended or prescribed for depression versus other indications. That use of a brief depression symptom measure had parallel associations with both depression diagnosis and antidepressant recommendation and prescription (Table 3) suggests that a depression diagnosis was associated with these antidepressant recommendations and prescriptions.

In turn, our findings tentatively suggest practice administration of brief depression symptom measures may be associated with overdiagnosis of depression and overtreatment with antidepressants, both prevalent in primary care.16,17 Our exploratory findings suggest the need for more definitive studies. The wide confidence intervals around the point estimates for the study outcomes stem from the relatively few participants with these events and with record evidence of use of a brief symptom measure, signaling further need for caution in interpreting the findings. Still, use of a brief symptom measure was associated with increased depression diagnosis and antidepressant recommendation and prescription in appropriately weighted analyses adjusted for potential confounders and in patient subsamples defined using progressively lower PHQ-9 cut points (with a correspondingly decreasing likelihood of major depression).4,6 Thus one might expect similar odds of depression diagnosis and antidepressant recommendation and prescription associated with use of a brief symptom measure in unselected primary care samples.

While the observational nature of our analyses precludes causal inference, we consider 2 plausible hypotheses regarding possible mechanisms. One is that use of a brief symptom measure is simply a marker for providers or practices that place emphasis on identifying and treating depression. Prior work suggests considerable variation among providers in this regard.31 Highly engaged providers might be more likely to use brief symptom measures for case finding or screening. They might also be inclined to choose more comprehensive brief measures like the PHQ-9 over briefer options like the PHQ-2, potentially contributing to the differences in findings for these measures. At the same time, such providers might have a lower threshold for treating with antidepressants because of their greater interest in and sensitivity to depression cues, even for patients not meeting criteria for major depression.

A second possibility is that use of brief symptom measures could foster overtreatment with antidepressants by nonspecifically heightening provider consideration of major depression, a difficult diagnosis for many providers.3 Such prompting could occur directly (eg, provider is handed a completed brief measure), indirectly through patient activation (eg, patient asks provider questions about depression after working through a brief measure), or by both routes. Such nonspecific prompting might be triggered more by the detailed PHQ-9 than the
briefer PHQ-2. However, both heightened provider engagement and nonspecific prompting associated with use of a brief symptom measure could lead to more appropriate treatment of patients with major depression. Studies designed to explore the balance of risks and benefits associated with the commonly used brief measures are needed.

The CTFPHC expressed concerns about overtreatment with antidepressants in their 2013 statement recommending against use of brief depression symptom measures. Nonetheless, both the CTFPHC and the USPSTF acknowledged that no studies have examined the associations of the use of such measures with overtreatment with antidepressants. Our findings call for RCTs designed and powered to address the associations of commonly used brief symptom measures with potential risks (eg, overtreatment with antidepressants leading to unnecessary adverse medication effects) and benefits (eg, increased recognition and treatment of depression, reduced functional limitations, fewer suicides) and to explore causal mechanisms.

In the absence of such RCTs, the USPSTF’s qualified endorsement of office use of brief depression symptom measures was predicated on the presumption of benefits and did not consider possible risks. The USPSTF acknowledged extrapolating from RCTs in which routine use of brief depression symptom measures was bundled with immediate enrollment of patients with major depression into collaborative care. These RCTs demonstrated improved outcomes for patients with major depression but apart from collaborative care did not examine the independent effects of use of a brief depression symptom measure. Confirmation in future studies of our findings suggesting potential overdiagnosis of depression and overtreatment with antidepressants associated with use of a brief symptom measure would suggest the need to re-evaluate the USPSTF recommendation.

Future confirmation of our findings also would suggest the need to move beyond the use of simple brief depression symptom measures for case finding or screening to developing and studying the impact of novel tools that could help to better match depression treatment to patient need. Individually tailored patient activation computer programs that incorporate brief depression symptom measures represent one example. Rather than simply informing patients of their symptom measure scores, such programs provide individualized information and motivational messages. In the context of significant depression symptoms, the programs provide messages to activate the patient to discuss the symptoms with a provider and to enhance receptiveness to offers of treatment. Conversely, in the context of few or no depression symptoms, tailored programs inform patients that they are not likely to be depressed and not likely to benefit from treatment, potentially buffering against subsequent provider recommendation of an antidepressant. Initial RCT evidence indicates the promise of such tailored programs. Nonetheless, larger trials, powered to detect small but potentially clinically significant increases in diagnosis of depression and treatment with antidepressants in patients with few or no symptoms, are needed to determine whether the programs offer advantages over isolated use of brief symptom measures.

Beyond the study limitations noted previously, the parent RCT involved interventions to improve depression recognition and treatment, raising the possibility of a Hawthorne effect influencing our findings. Participating providers were not informed that depression was the focus of the study. Nonetheless, some may have been prompted to consider and treat depression during participation (eg, after encountering patients activated by the interventions to discuss depression), potentially increasing their tendency to use brief measures and/or prescribe antidepressants. Also, we lacked information regarding the specifics of provider use of brief symptom measures, such as the indication (eg, case finding vs screening) and interpretation (eg, cut points used to define clinical depression). Despite these limitations, given there is little evidence supporting benefits of antidepressants among patients lacking major depression, the findings have potential clinical relevance regardless of the reasons for and approaches to using the brief symptom measures. If our key findings are replicated by others, studies designed specifically to address mechanisms will be required to tease out the “causes” of the observed association.

The accuracy of the medical record information we used is unknown, with uncertain net impact on the findings. Other ascertainment methods also have drawbacks. For example, audio or video recording of visits may alter patient and/or provider behaviors. The generalizability of the findings is also uncertain, particularly to categories of individuals ineligible for the parent RCT (eg, non-English
speaking people, individuals with sensorimotor impairments precluding use of a touchscreen computer). Replicating our findings in studies with samples that include such people and that use other methods of ascertaining use of brief depression symptom measures, antidepressant recommendation and treatment, and their indications and applications will be useful.

Conclusion
In exploratory observational analyses of RCT data from patients unlikely to have major depression, and therefore unlikely to benefit from antidepressants, use of a brief depression symptom measure during an office visit was associated with increased depression diagnosis and increased antidepressant recommendation and/or prescription. Analyses examining the specific brief measure used (PHQ-2 vs PHQ-9) suggested these associations were primarily attributable to use of the PHQ-9. Further studies are needed to confirm and explore the mechanisms of these findings and to investigate the balance of benefits and risks associated with the use of brief depression symptom measures.
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